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A longitudinal, cross-sectional study of diversity in maternal platelet count kinetics, related to gestational thrombocytopenia
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Background: Gestational thrombocytopenia (GT) is detected in approximately 8% of healthy pregnant women and >70% of pregnancy-associated thrombocytopenia cases. Diagnosed by exclusion, GT is primarily a benign disorder of unclear pathogenesis, although mechanisms have been proposed such as hemodilution. To better understand GT, we conducted retrospective longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses of variations in platelet count (PC) during gestation period.

Methods: PC kinetics was assessed across a test group of 100 pregnant women, accurately representative of 341 in total, and in a control group of 200 non-pregnant women.

Results: In the test group, median PC was comparable to the control group in early gestation but decreased by 8% by delivery day (DD). PC decreased by >5% in 59 pregnancies and increased by >5% in 19. 12 cases were thrombocytopenic. Median PC fluctuation, 2.5th percentile, and 97.5th percentile were each most extreme in final 5 weeks. Longitudinal analysis established five gestational pattern types defined by curvature and Change Ratio. The GT-type pattern (8 cases) showed relatively low PC in early gestation, mild downwards slope in the 2nd trimester, one or more peaks or “lifts” in the final weeks, followed by a “V-shape” of decrease beyond 15 x 10⁴/µL to DD and sharp post-partum increase. Some of the GT-associated characteristics above appeared identifiable in a majority of pregnancies regardless of absolute PC value: Distinct PC “lift” occurring within the final ten weeks [later than in GT cases] followed by the V-shape [decrease to DD less pronounced than in GT], suggesting that diverse PC kinetics relate to the placental cytokine and receptor system.

Conclusion: Our novel identification of diverse kinetic patterns in platelet count over gestational period suggests that, instead of a universal decrease caused by hemodilution alone, homeostatic conditions are affected by a diversity of varying factors such as the placental thrombopoietic system.
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Introduction

Gestational thrombocytopenia (GT, also Incidental thrombocytopenia) is detected in approximately 8% of healthy pregnant women and in more than 70% of pregnancy-associated thrombocytopenia cases¹. Practically speaking, GT in an otherwise well woman at term has been described as posing no apparent risk for mother or infant at delivery², though anesthesia restrictions may apply depending on differing cutoffs of 10 versus 5 x 10⁴/µL¹; for most cases close observation
appears sufficient. As there is no diagnostic marker, the practical status of GT depends on diagnosis by exclusion. Whereas the challenge of definitively differentiating Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (ITP) from GT in otherwise healthy thrombocytopenic pregnant women has been investigated through direct comparison\(^1\) or through ITP predictors\(^4\), the etiology of GT remains unclear. The reason for the physiologic decline in platelet count (PC) or “leftward shift” in PC distribution associated with normal pregnancy overall is unknown; however, several mechanisms have been proposed such as hemodilution, decreased platelet production, or increased platelet turnover during pregnancy\(^5,6\). Recently, new concepts on platelet homeostasis during pregnancy have been defined throughout studies on pregnancy-specific regulatory factors\(^7\).

We have conducted a study on the diversity of maternal platelet count variation with focus on identifying GT-type etiology. In conducting a longitudinal and cross-sectional study of gestational PC kinetics, our main interests were 1) the extent of intra- and inter-PC variation across a wide range of individual pregnancies, 2) similarities and differences between GT-type cases and non-GT-type cases by this measure, and 3) any possible relationship between factors affecting PC variation and the placental thrombopoietic system.

Materials and Methods

Subjects: The platelet count (PC) data in our study were from samples taken from 341 women who delivered within one year from Jan 2012 to Jan 2013. The mean age was 30.9±/−6.5 years old. The control group consisted of 200 female city employees. PC was calculated using a Sysmex Auto-analyzer (Sysmex, Kobe, Japan).

For our cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis, the following criteria were applied for admissible test subjects: 1) At least 20 weeks’ worth of gestation data, 2) At least 4 measurements per subject, and 3) No deviation greater than ±0.1 weeks for DD measurement. While these criteria reduced the number of admissible subjects from 341 to 100, metrics such as PC percentiles across gestation or various distributions of interest were the same between the two groups. Longitudinal gestational plots were created for each of the 100 test subjects. Given the apparent effect of gestation progression on PC variation, we were interested in how gestational thrombocytopenia (GT) cases might relate to PC kinetics. Accordingly, we evaluated the changes in median PC at 10 points in time along gestation for observation by longitudinal method.

The key metric of Change Ratio was determined as follows: \([\text{PC on 1st Visit} - \text{PC on Delivery Day}] / (\text{PC on 1st Visit Date})\)\(^a\). A negative Change Ratio was termed “Reduction Rate” and a positive Change Ratio an “Increase Rate”.

Our study’s definition of GT included the following criteria: 1) No previous conditions such as ITP and SLE, 2) 1st PC value within normal range, 3) Substantial platelet count decrease during pregnancy for unknown causes, and 4) A PC level that falls below approximately 15 x 10^4/µL and that returns to normal after delivery. We adhered to a common classification whereby a mild thrombocytopenic range is 15-10 x 10^4/µL and a moderate one is 10-5 x 10^4/µL. The etiology of GT remains unclear. Whereas the severe thrombocytopenic range does not appear applicable to an incidental etiology.

The statistical analysis was performed using StatFx (StatFlex; Artech, Osaka, Japan), which included evaluations such as the Chi-squared test and the Mann Whitney U test. On the understanding of no possibility of any subjects being identifiable, our hospital’s ethics and privacy committees voiced no objections to this study.

Results

1. Cross-sectional analysis at specific points in gestation time

First, peripheral blood platelet counts (PC) were compared between the test group and the control group. Table 1 showed little difference in PC between the two groups at least during early pregnancy [median of 24.0 x 10^4/µL for the control group vs. 22.1 x 10^4/µL for test group 1st Visit]. However, DD data showed a higher reference range, lower median [20.5 x 10^4/µL], and substantially lower 2.5th percentile than both control group and the 1st Visit data, suggesting high inter-case PC variation during mature pregnancy. The reference ranges for the test group were particularly high at -3W (3 weeks before DD) and at -1W. This was because the 2.5th percentiles were both substantially lower than at any time in gestation prior to -3W, and because the 97.5th percentiles were both higher than at any other time in gestation. Such results further suggest that the extent of PC variation differs at specific points in time: the final weeks in particular.

Figure 1 shows slow, unremarkable fluctuation in median PC and in reference range from early gestation to approximately...
As of the -5W mark however there was notable change as dot-plot distributions began to widen substantially and, in particular, a number of data points clearly dropped into the area below 15 x 10^4/µL. Consistent with the above discussion, Figure 1 illustrates sudden dilation in reference range and a decrease trend in median PC both as of -3W, and it additionally suggests rapid fluctuations in PC kinetics in the final weeks as reflected in median PC.

Table 1. Comparison of Platelet Counts (PC) between Test Group of Pregnant Women at various points of gestation and Control Group of Non-Pregnant Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of women</th>
<th>Median PC</th>
<th>PC at 97.5th percentile</th>
<th>PC at 2.5th percentile</th>
<th>Reference Range (PC at 97.5th percentile - PC at 2.5th percentile)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Group (Non-pregnant women)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Group (Pregnant women), time of PC measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st visit of gestation</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 weeks before DD</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 weeks before DD</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 weeks before DD</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 weeks before DD</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 weeks before DD</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 weeks before DD</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 weeks before DD</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 weeks before DD</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 week before DD</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Twin dot-plot graph combining cross-sectional and longitudinal data of PC (Platelet Count) in 100 pregnant women over gestation time, showing distribution in PC values from 1st Visit of pregnancy to Delivery Day. Locations of 97.5th percentile, Median, and 2.5th percentile PC values (listed in Table 1) are indicated from to top to bottom at each point in gestation time.
To understand the extent of change within individual pregnancies, Figure 2A displays change in absolute PC ordered from highest to lowest 1st Visit PC, and Figure 2B displays the full range of change ratios from highest reduction rate to highest increase rate. Leaving aside change within ± 5%, PC was shown to decrease in 59% of pregnancies overall by as high as 60% in value and to increase in 19% of pregnancies overall by as high as 49% in value. However as GT necessarily indicates a PC decrease trend beyond the cutoff of 15 x 10⁴/µL, such that both a high reduction rate and a low initial PC would appear to be necessary conditions, our next interest was to group individual pregnancies together on the basis of similar graphical characteristics and quantifiable metrics.

Figure 2A: Total change in absolute Platelet Count value across entire test group (n = 100). Each pregnant woman’s 1st Visit PC is represented by a blue bar at left next to her Delivery Day PC by a red bar at its right. Ordered from highest 1st Visit PC to lowest 1st Visit PC, red bars “protruding” represent net PC increase and white spaces “intruding” represent net PC decrease.

Figure 2B: Full range of Platelet Count (PC) Change Ratios across entire test group (n = 100). Change Ratio is calculated by the following formula: 

\[
\frac{\text{PC at Delivery Day} - \text{PC at 1st Visit}}{\text{PC at 1st Visit} \times 100}\%
\]

Negative Change Ratios are “Reduction Rates”, and Positive Change Ratios are “Increase Rates”. Change Ratios are ordered from highest reduction rate to highest increase rate.
2. Diversity of PC Kinetics in Five Identified Categories

By selecting representative cases ranging from 4 to 24 sequential PC data points starting from approximately -30Ws, PC kinetics could be observed in five distinct categories defined by curvature, Change Ratio, and relationship to thrombocytopenic range (grouped together in Figure 3, separated individually in Figure 4, and listed by distinguishing characteristics in Table 2). Among the various pattern types, 8 out of 100 cases exhibiting PC decrease reflective of GT pathology were designated as "GT Complete type". The GT Complete type was characterized by relatively low PC at -30Ws, mild downwards slope between -30Ws to -10Ws, one or more distinct peaks or lifts in PC as of approximately -10W, followed by a steep decrease beyond the 15 x 10⁴/µL threshold forming a V-shaped figure after post-partum recovery. While an additional 4 out of 100 cases were also thrombocytopenic, they differed both from the above 8 cases and from at least one condition of our GT definition by exhibiting 1) PC levels at or below 15 x 10⁴/µL even in early gestation and 2) Comparatively little to no slope until after DD: these were classified as "Low Level PC across Gestation". The "GT Incomplete type" was defined only in terms of a Reduction Rate exceeding 5% and a DD value above 15 x 10⁴/µL, yet the majority of the 48 longitudinal PC plots within this numerical range resembled at least to some extent a GT pattern that had been compressed and translated upwards, with a single elevation peak shifted to approximately -3W. Even for the 22 cases within the "No Net Change" category, defined for a change ratio within ± 5%, the most prevalent subcategory included the frequently encountered elevation occurring within the last ten weeks at around -3W, followed by the same PC V-shape of sharp decrease before DD and sharp increase post-partum. The remaining 18 of the 100 cases were defined by a PC increase of more than +5% and were termed "Non-GT Increase". Yet even within this category of high to very high GT, the same pattern of distinct peak within last ten weeks followed by V-shape was still identifiable in the most prevalent subcategory, the "Non-GT Increase Convex" (9 cases). Two key characteristics by which the "Non-GT Convex Increase" curve differed from the GT-type pattern included 1) Slow increasing slope towards PC elevation instead of slow decreasing slope and 2) PC elevation tending to occur far later within the final ten weeks. A visual comparison between the 5 categories, as represented in Figure 3 by a typical curve of the most prevalent subcategory within each, suggests a gestational reaction common to many pregnancies that in GT-type cases happens to occur earlier and over a wider range. Such a gestational reaction of final weeks seems consistent with the fluctuation and variability observed in Table 1 and Figure 1. The occurrence of more than one PC peak fluctuation or "lift" seemed more likely in GT-complete type cases than in the other categories. Incidentally, there was no relationship 1st PC value and age of mothers. The

![Figure 3: Representative Cases of Five Categories of Platelet Count Kinetics during Gestation](image-url)
Figure 4 (1st page of 2): 5 Identified Categories of Platelet Count Kinetics during Gestation
Figure 4 (2nd page of 2): 5 Identified Categories of Platelet Count Kinetics during Gestation, continued
mean age of "GT Complete type", "GT Incomplete type", "Low Level PC across Gestation", "No Net Change", "Non-GT Increase" was 35.6 years old, 30.9, 31.8, 30.8, 29.9, respectively. Three/five twin pregnant women were "GT Complete type". Two IVF-ET pregnant women are contained. So Infertility women elevated the mean age of "GT Complete type".

3. GT prevalence versus variables of Reduction Rate and 1st Visit PC

Next, we examined the relationship between GT prevalence versus gestational PC reduction rate and 1st Visit data (Figure 5). Given a wide range of PC decrease from a wide range of absolute PC values (see Figure 2 and Table 2), reduction rates alone could not determine which cases might become GT. As GT tends to occur in pregnant women with relatively low initial PC, we were also interested in the predictive value of the 1st Visit PC measurement. Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis (Figure 5) provided an Area Under the Curve (AUC) value of 0.801 for the reduction rate variable and an AUC value of 0.785 for the 1st Visit variable. Recalling that AUC values indicate the probability that a predicted risk of GT will be higher for a randomly selected woman with GT at delivery day (True Positive) than for a randomly selected woman with GT at delivery day (True Positive) than for a randomly selected woman without GT at delivery day (False Positive), we were interested in the predictive value of the 1st Visit PC measurement. Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis (Figure 5) provided an Area Under the Curve (AUC) value of 0.801 for the reduction rate variable and an AUC value of 0.785 for the 1st Visit variable. Recalling that AUC values indicate the probability that a predicted risk of GT will be higher for a randomly selected woman with GT at delivery day (True Positive) than for a randomly selected woman without GT at delivery day (False Positive)
woman without GT at delivery day (False Positive), just as quick overviews of Figures 1 to 4 might suggest, the accuracy of both variables independently proved to be good to fairly good but not decisive.

Discussion

The present study was conducted using retrospective cross-sectional and longitudinal data so as to gain a clearer understanding of occult GT and of inter- and intra-case PC variation. In confirming an overall PC decrease in pregnant women relative to the non-pregnant population, it was found more interestingly that the PC medians of GT-type cases often fluctuate following identifiable curves before falling to a minimum around delivery day. The five curve categories described in Figures 3, 4 and Table 2 show that GT-type cases can range from a "complete-type" pattern to an "incomplete-type" pattern, the extent of which depends on PC reduction. There were also striking similarities between the five categories: the frequently encountered PC elevation in the final ten weeks, which appeared to occur earlier in the GT Complete pattern, and the V-shape formed by decrease to DD followed by sharp post-partum rebound, which appeared to be more pronounced in the GT Complete pattern. Yet despite the identification of clear GT-type and non-GT-type patterns, it should be noted that an individual's PC can also change aberrantly. In other words, the diversity of PC variation between individual pregnancies suggests that thrombocytopenia during gestation is affected by more than only one or two causes.

Consequently, this study provided several interesting and instructive findings. First, complete blood cell (CBC) data showed only 2 women with abnormally low PC for first visit of early gestation but 12 women with abnormally low PC at delivery day (Figure 1, Table 2). In the non-pregnant population, PC has been found to be constant in any one individual but varies between individuals. However, our study showed that variations both inter- and intra-case of individual pregnant women could be notably significant. Thus, it appears as if clear PC changes over gestation do not reflect ordinary platelet activity. Gestational PC level appreciably decreased in three-fifths of the women by as much as 60% in value, a finding fairly consistent with current literature, but it also increased in almost one-fifth of the women by as much as 40% (Figure 2B). This means that gestation can have deregulating effects on homeostatic condition. Such diversity may be associated with certain genetic factors, reflecting reports that average PC differs highly between ethnic groups.

This study's results seem to provide clarification that GT tends to occur late (-10 to -5w before delivery day), and that a substantial reduction rate and a low 1st Visit PC value can be expected to predict GT with good or fairly good accuracy. Nevertheless given that the reduction rate of GT by our definition ranged from 20 to 60%, which does overlap with the high end of the "GT Incomplete" range, and given that some high increase curves did begin from relatively low initial PC, neither variable can be expected to be of excellent predictive accuracy. In contrast, independent ITP predictors that have been reported for high sensitivity and specificity such as onset of thrombocytopenia within 28 weeks of pregnancy and platelet counts of less than 5 x 10^4/µL at diagnosis appear to be more conspicuous relative to non-thrombocytopenic pregnancies. Other than GT and ITP, Pre-eclampsia, HELLP syndrome and acute fatty liver are also known to be affected by thrombocytopenia in pregnancy. With respect to these conditions, the liver appears to perform a key function as the organ producing thrombopoietin. We are also interested in examining hepatic and ectopic thrombopoietin effects such as the placenta.

In conclusion, in our cross-sectional and longitudinal retrospective study of saved PC data, gestational thrombocytopenia appeared to some extent as an earlier, more pronounced expression of characteristic 3rd Trimester PC fluctuation that seems common to many if not to most pregnancies and that seems to relate to the placental cytokine and receptor system. Our novel identification of diverse kinetic patterns with GT-pattern focus suggests that, instead of a universal decrease caused by hemodilution alone, homeostatic conditions during gestation are affected by a diversity of varying factors such as the placental thrombopoietic system.
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